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fish • lad • der [noun]
a series of pools built like steps to enable fish to bypass waterfalls
or dams.
There is a fish ladder found on the west side of the Grand
River that allows fish like salmon and steelhead to move
upstream, past the Sixth Street Dam, toward Lansing. The
structure features a viewing deck for visitors to watch the fish
travel upstream.

Submission Guidelines
Students from across the university are encouraged to submit
work in all styles, genres, and forms. For more information
on how to submit please visit Lake Ontario Hall 326.
You can also find fishladder on Facebook at:
http:///www.facebook.com/fishladderjournal.
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In the fifteen years since its first issue, fishladder has been passed among a lot of hands.
It’s passed already from those in love to those in lust, those fearing the future, fearing God. It’s been held by hands
that believe in science, in home, in dead cats encased in pie tins. It’s been held by those who speak and create with
grace and love and compassion.
This journal was passed, in little, fragmented pieces, from the hands of its writers and poets and artists. These pieces
were taken, carefully, into the hands of its reviewers, passed on to its editors. At every stage, palms and fingers
worked to press at each piece, to allow the beautifully distinct edges of every one to fit alongside those of the others.
It’s in the hands that hold this little journal now, the ones that belong to you, that all of the words and images
contained within the seventy-two pages between your palms will be allowed to mean. In your hands, they will
be allowed to speak and move and inflict change, like the journal has worked to do for the past fifteen years, and
will continue to do for the next hundred.
To the fishladder staff—those who served this year or any year of the past fifteen—thank you for handling every
page, every word and image, with such care. To all the journal’s submitters and to those who are published here,
thank you for using your hands to create such beauty. To our faculty advisors, thank you for letting go and holding
on at all the right moments.
And to you, who holds this little book in your hands, thank you for holding these pieces together, for spreading
your fingers, for opening your palms—for allowing the particular beauty contained within this fifteenth anniversary
edition of fishladder to hold a place in this world.

THANK YOU,

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF

